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Congress approves
Florida citrus
relief
Agriculture disaster package will "send
billions" to growers hit by Hurricane
Irma last year
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relief to growers hit hard by Hurricane
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citrus industry, said the move would bring
relief for struggling growers who could now
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cent with some reports of 100 per cent fruit
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Ross, senators Bill Nelson and Marco
Rubio," Shepp highlighted. "We thank these
gentlemen for their unwavering support of
Florida’s signature industry and all they
have done since the moment Hurricane
Irma passed through our state.

industry body Florida Citrus Mutual.
“Growers and the communities and families
that rely on citrus are
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"Growers can now reinvest in their groves

Florida was expected to produce about

estimates Florida will produce 45m boxes

and look forward to new seasons ahead
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of oranges, a 35 per cent decrease over last

knowing that help is, indeed, on the way."
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